Clo.·up of ROSlii mounting, shoW;Oi rotated

Lars OIofsson stops for photo just after retrieving ship on borrowed Honda, following another

'Ko'Rm[A"<h'pI~'AN'K'T6N'
By BOB STALICK ... The next Mark after the 1975 World Champion F1C, "Uncle Remus", this ship put
up nine maxes in a row to place Second in Class A Gas at the 1976 U.S. Nationals.
• I rim met Lars Olofsson at the
1976 Nats as we were waiting in line
with MB Editor, Bill Northrop, to attend
the 1976 version or the SAM Dinner.
I felt this tapping on my shoulder and
it was Bill saying, "I'd like to introduce
yoo to Lars Olofsson." When I turned
around and looked, there he was . . .
looking not so mut:h like a world champion, but more like a hungry modeler.
During Nats week, Lars and I did many
things togcther, including getting lost
several times on the various roads and
highways in and around Springfield,
Ohio. We also roomcd togcther, and it
was during those
rooming-togethcr
sessions that I learned more about the
man and his models.
Lars is an intense but gradous com·
petitor. He is patient, t:hoosing to wait

/

for good air ralher than risk the possi·
bility of flying in less than optimum
conditions. His operational style on the
field is to ready his model, don his ear
protet:tors, which he wears for every
night, and poise himself by the engine
starter, with all systems at the ready.
When the thermal streamers start billowing and the bubbles begin 10 rise, the
engine is started, and with very little
warmup time, he releases the model into
the rising air. This system worked for
him with the "Korla Plankton" at the
1976 Springfield Nationals for 9 con·
scwtive maxes and a 97 set:ond flight
. good enough for sccond plat:e
behind Rol Anderson, who was also
flying an FAl Power model in A Gas.
Notwithstanding the fact that on
many of Lars' last flights, the launch area

Relt side vi_ of &ngine compartment end tank filler tubes. MYtal
"muff" speeds helt-up of engine after J!lrtlng, fot quicker launches.
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was very t:rowded with onlookers and
pit:ture takers, he seemed oblivious to
their very presence. More mortal fliers,
your writer included, would have had a
bad case of vibrating knees, fingers and
teeth, but not so with Lars. Soon after
each launch, he would hop on a bor·
rowed or proffered mini·bike, and head
off downwind for the chase. Engine runs
were always dead on at 6.9 seconds
during Ihc first three flights, and 4.9
during the flyoff nights. D.T. was just as
certain . . . right after the 3 minule
mark, the stab would pop up and down
the ship would come, ready for another
flight.
Between flights, he was busy answer·
ing thc many questions about his models
. .. how they are constructed and flown.
Each question was answered patiently

L.ft side ",;.w showing cylinder muff, flood-off switch, lind engine
br.k. innlll1l1tion. Monks timer.
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and knowledgeably.
The "Korla Plankton" is a further
development of the "Uncle Remus"
design which Lars used to win the
FIC event at the 1975 World Championships in Bulgaria. The airfoils are
the same, but there have been several
changes which have improved both the
climb and the glide. As FAI Power
models go, this one is quite simple and
very straightforward. There are no really
exotic features that cannot be duplicated by most fliers who have built
some of the larger AMA gas class ships.
The engines are stock Rossi mills, which
Lars has disassembled and cleaned, then
with some fine jeweler's rouge, has hand
lapped the piston into the cylinder. The
engine is then cleaned again and bolted
to the front end of the model, where
it is broken in by flying it.
The timer used on this model is the
Monks timer, made by Ray Monks of
England (See F/F column). It is a very
accurate and well engineered device, but
lacking in the various arms and switches
that we in the U.s. are used to. Lars has
also used the Seelig Multi-Function timer
in other models.
For the construction phase of this
article, I have chosen to list all dimensions in millimeters or centimeters ...
just as supplied by Lars. I have taken the
liberty of substituting equivalent (or
similar) English measure when it seemed
appropriate, in order to alleviate any
confusion among our readers who have
not yet been metricated (myself included).
CONSTRUCTION
WING: Select some high grade
A grain light weight balsa (6 lb. stock
or lighter) sheet. Also get some hard
1/16 by 3/8 spruce strip. For the main
wing panels, laminate the balsa to the
spruce strip ... which has been tapered
according to the plan. Use epoxy cement
to laminate. When cured, lay one sheet
flat on a building board and glu the
pre-shaped balsa trailing edge to one side.
Attempt to get the joint as flush a~
possible. Glue the 3/8 sq. leading edge
strip on top of the sheet at the leading
edge. You now have most of one main
wing panel. Cut all ribs as indicated on
the plan. Drill an oversize hole where
indicated into those ribs which will to
be used to accept the 3/16 O.D. brass
wing wire joiner tube. Mark the inside of
the sheet wing skin to indicate rib
locations and glue all ribs in place
(except the plywood root rib). Taper
the leading edge strip on the top to
approximate the airfoil. Add 1/8 balsa
spar webs (vertical grain) between each
rib so they run full depth of the airfoil
right at the front edge of the spruce
spar, then ... glue on the top wing skin,
using slow drying epoxy and rubber
banding the entire affair to the building
board. If you are building the right
main wing panel, be certain you have
included the 3 degree washin.
JANUARY 1977
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Wing keying blockJ imd plywood rubber Hnd
c:onntc1erthat keeps panels tOQeth,r.

Stab mounting S)'11etn. Ac:c:u,... induing~·
em provides c:on$istant alillnment.

The wing tip panels are made similarly
to the main panels, except there is no
spruce spar . . . the webs act as a spar
section. Be certain to wash out wing
tips 1/8 inch. When al14 wing panels are
completed, bevel the 1/8 inch polyhedral
break ribs with a mitrebox or sanding
block and epoxy the tips to the respective main panels.
Slip the brass wing joiner tube into the
root area of each main panel and line
up the two wing halves. After fitting
Ihese parIS, epoxy the tube in place in
each wing half. Now, carefully sand or
mitre in the correct amounl of dihedral
in each wing half, bend the 5/32 music
wire wing joiner to the correct angle,
and slip into the brass joiner tubes.
When salisfied that each main wing panel
hil$eXaclly 35 mOl. (t·3/8 inch) dihedral,
remove the wire and epoxy the plywood
rOOl ribs in place. Hold all parts together
with the wing wire joiner and masking
tape uOl11 the epoxy has cured. When
cured, take the two wing halves apart
and carefully sand each one. Carve
and sand in the airfoil as indicated on
the fult size plan. Cut lightweight
fiberglas cloth (K&B cloth is recommended) to fit the top and bottom of
each wing main panel. Thin out some
slow drying epoxy (such as the 12
hour Hobbypoxy in tubes) with meth·
anal and apply the cloth to the main
oane' with the thinned epoxy . . .

brushed on. Cover att parts of the cloth wing spar, but there is a spar web, just
with epoxy and be careful not to spread as on the wing tip. If ",ou are unable to
get lightweight 1/20 sheet, usc 1/32
it too thickly.
When the first coat has cured, add the sheet of 8 lb. stock or so. After the stab
wing tip blocks as shown in the plan, is completed, cut out the tip fins and
carve and sand to shape. Apply two sand to shape. Glue Ihe fins in place very
coats of nitrate dope to the wing tips carefully, to be sure they arc aligned
and the tip blocks sanding lightly wilh the center line of the stab. Carebetween coals. Apply Japanese tissue. futty cut the stab indexing mount OUI of
Dope over the lissue and apply any birch plywood. After covering the stab
trim desired, including AMA numbers, and fins with tissue, carefully epoxy the
etc. When cured, brush or spray on two indexing mouOl to the underside of the
thin coats of Hobbypoxy Clear or K&B stab leading edge, directly on the center·
line, wilh absolutely no offset either
Super Poxy Clear.
The wing is finished, except for directioo. Apply the plywood stab hook
to the top of the stab center section
keying, so set it aside unlillaler.
STABILIZER: The Slab is built as indiated on the plans. Give one coat
nearly the same as the wing. The bottom of nitrate dope and spray or brush on
sheet is conSlructed and CUI to shape, one thin coat of clear epoxy.
FUSELAGE: The fuselage can be
just as the wins_ Notice that there is no

Wings are joined al unlet' by sturdy staal rod in bra. tubing. Willll hold-down rubber band,
ar, routed 50 as to hold panell logather, as well as kaapillll them on th' ,irplan,l

Monk, timer. Lal'll has added .pring.lO&dtd lJWitch that limer start.
at mom'nl of r,lllIllII. Watch for c:onSlrue:tion info on this switch.
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Slab in plate. with V.l.T. arms in lodced
position. Sc:f_1 hit plywood seat.

Stab in DT mode. Nota pOlition of indexing mount. DT Iimilar is
fishiOlllin' parm'nantly attac:hed to stab that loops under fU$llIIlll'·
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besl built by making a "kit" of the part~.
Although the followinj order can be
varied, all parts ~hould be made before
a~~embly begins.
FIREWALL: Determine what engine
pan you wi~h 10 use. Lars used the
Collins pan on the original. Either an
Oliver round backplale pan from NFFS
can be used or the Collins. Once lhe pan
i~ chosen, cut a piece of 3/8 inch
plywood (birch) to the shape of the
pan backplate. Since the engine is
rotated to the right (looking from the
rear) in order 10 get the exhau~t residue
off the timer area, drill your engine
mount hole~ accordingly. Mount the pan
to the firewall with blind nut~ ... 3 mm
nuts were used on the original, but
6/32 bolts and nuts will suffice. Set the
pan/firewall as~embly aside when com·
pleted.
PYLON: The pylon is conSiructed
of a 3mm plywood core with 3mm
medium balsa laminated to either side.
The plywood center core extends out on
the front and back of the pylon to act
as rubber band hoJd-downs. Laminate
with epoxy.
Find the hardest 3/16 you can get
.and construct the wing platform. Both
the le.ading .and trailing edges should be
faced with a 3/16 spruce strip. Epoxy
the 3mm (1/8 inch) spruce runners on
the wing platform .as indicated. The
pylon only extends into the fusel.age
3mm (1/8 inch). Notch the front botlom
JANUARY 1977

pari of the pylon SO that it mates into
the lop rear of the firewall. Aher sanding
the pylon assembly to a streamlined
shape, set it aside for later.
FUEL TANK ASSEMBLY: The fuel
tank is a Perfect No.6 type. You will
need to rearrange the fuel pick up and
delivery tubes. Thc original model had
fuel feed, f1oodoff, and pressure lines
coming out of the front of thc tank and
mounted through a hole in the firewall
so that they exitcd directly through the
pan backplate. In addition, there arc two
tubcs which extend from the right side
of lhe tank through the side of the
fuselage for filling the tank.
After all tubes arc in place, check for
leakage. Whcn satisfied there are no
leaks. plug all tube ends, smear the
tank with 1/2-hour epoxy, and cover the
complete tank ... cpoxy and all ... with
1/8 inch sheet balsa. Be certain that the
tank and balsa sandwich is completely
loaded with epoxy glue. Give .a second
coat if necessary. When cured, set .aside
for later.
VIT ARMS: The VIT arms arc constructed from either nylon or aluminum. They arc hacksawed or otherwise
cut from 3/16 inch suxk. Use the plans
to determine shape and size. Tap the
top of each arm to accept a 6/32 nylon
bolt (or l.arger). Drill three holes in
each arm where indic.ated. One is the
wire pivot and another is for the return
spring attachment. The third is for the

wanded steel control line. Find two
springs with moderate tension. Strong
ball point pen springs will work here.
You may, as Lars docs, wind your own.
FIN: The fin is uncomplicated. Use a
good quality medium weight C grain
balsa for the fin and rudder. Install the
Klett hinges as shown on the plans.
Make the aL!to·rudder mechanism as
indicated and install. Sand assembly to
shape. The fin docs not inset into the
fuselage.
STAB PLATFORM: The stab plat·
form is critical to accurate alignment of
the stabilizer and glide fin assembly.
Construct of plywood as indicated on
the plans. The lillIe "wings" that protrude out the sidc from the top of the
platform help index the stab lO the
fuselage withoul thc use of any othcr
key assembly, and always maintains
perfect assembly. When perfectly epoxied together, sct it asidc.
MAIN FUSELAGE STRUCfURE:
The fuselage is cut from good quality
straight-grained medium weight 1/8 inch
bals.a sheet. Cut the sides to shape as
indicated by the plans. Note thai the top
of the fuselage is a straight line. Bottom
taper bcgin~ iu~t behind the pylon
trailing edge. Cut the top and bottom
sheets to shape, but.a 1/4 inch narrower
than indicated. After CUlling to shape,
glue 1/8 inch spruce longerons on either
side of the tOP and boltom sh£>ets.
After all glue has dried, line the

WHEN CONTACfING ADVERTISERS, TELL 'EM MODEL BUILDER SENT YOU!
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JoII" Ad.,...." .JllbIlJII.<I ,11•• bo •• RIC HYDRO World RKOldJ
_1111. modm~ HUJI/.,
by' KIB 1l.5cc 1.1.,1". Engl,..

NEW RIC "0" HYDRO RECORD
July 17, 1976, at Oandy Trail Lake,
Indianapolis, at an I.M.P.B.A.
sanctioned meet.
77.007 m.p.h.
The fastest two-way pass over a
1/16 mile measured course ever
recorded in any class.

FIRST RIC BOAT, ANY CLASS
TO OFFICIALLY GO OVER 80 m.p.h.
August 8th, 1976, same location, another
I.M.P.B.A. sanctioned meet.
80.017 m.p.h.
One·way pass over a 1/16 mile measured
course. John Ackerman received the
first ever 80 m.p.h. "Patch"

Ourcongratu/ations to John Ackerman on his record-breaking achievements!

fuselage parts up and begin sanding
down the top and bot tom and both
sides so that you have a constant taper
from 1/8 thick just behind the pylon
location to 1/16 thick at the stab
trailing edge.
Pin the fu!itlage top in place on the
building board, glue the fuselage sides
in place over the spruce longerons. Use
epoxy. Be sure the fuselage sides are
perfectly upright and perpendicular to
the building surface. Epoxy the tank
in place. Glue a bulkhead behind the
tank to isolate it from the timer
compartment.
Fit the IIrewall into place ... you
witt need to drill holes in the firewall
and pan to lit the tank outlet tubes.
64

Whcn satisfied with the fit, epoxy the
fircwall to the front of the fuselage ...
bc sure you have canted the firewall (or
cngine offset. Epoxy securely in place.
There is no thrust line offset in any
direction. Epoxy the bottom of the fuse·
lage in place.
When cured, remove the fuselage
assembly from the building board. Notch
the fuselage top and epoxy the pylon in
place directly on the fu!itlage centerline.
Install the rudder/fin assembly on the
centerline of the fuselage by epoxying
onto the fuselage top. Install balsa
cheeks 011 either side of the fuselage
behind the IIrewall. Sand to shape. When
completely installed, using a file, notch
both the firewall and the cheek blocks

3/32 to accept thc spruce reinforcing
strips on either side. Thesc are faircd
into the blocks by sanding. Install the
stab indexing mount on top of the
fuselagc as indicated in the plans. Do not
give any stab tilt to the mount, but be
certain the mount is pcrfectly aligned
so that the stab assembly is at a perfect
90 degrees to the fuselage centerline.
Cut the 1/16 plywood VIT mounts
to size and epoxy to the fuselage sides
at the tail end as indiC<lted on the plans.
Orill to accept the pivot wire. Install the
VIT arms, using steet washers between
each arm and between the plywood and
each arm. The arms should extend abo\'e
the trailing edge of the stab no less than
1/8 inch on the power arm and 1/4 inch
on the glide arm. The set screws should
also be mounted so that they overlap
the stab trailing edge by no less than
1/8 inch (more is dcsireable). When
satisfied with the arm location, epoxy
the pivot wire in place (or you may
solder washers on the ends of the pivot
wire). The return springs can be attached
later.
Mounting the timer: The original
model used the Monks timer, but the
Seelig is a very excellent timer and will
substitute with no trouble. Cut the timer
hole in the spot indicated on the plans.
Reinforce the fuselage sides inside the
timer area with plywood. Mount the
timer in.,place with 2-56 blind nuts and
bolts.
Orill a hole through the balsa chee"
block on thc left side of the fuselage ...
continue the hole through the firewall
and engine pan. This is for the flood-off
and engine brake line. Line the hole
through the cheek block with a 1/16
diameter aluminum tube. Plug all holes
with clay or similar material. Sand the
fuselage and prepare to coat it with
epoxy resin and cloth. Using medium
weight cloth and thinned epoxy, cover
the entire fuselage with one layer. The
area from the firewall to just behind
the pylon is covered with three more
layers of cloth and thinned epoxy.
Spray any color epoxy on at this time.
The original had no color but was left
in natural finish.
Cover the fin and rudder with tissue
and give one coat of nitrate dope. Spray
a coot of clear epoxy over the entire
fuselage assembly, including the fin, just
as you did for the wing.
All metal parts should be reinSl<llled,
including the pan, timer, VIT arms, etc.
Unplug all holes. All VIT lines, autorudder lines, etc., are stranded steel wire.
String them through the fuselage and
attach to the appropriate place. Install
any necessary springs. Cleck the operation to see that all are functioning
correctly.
Install the engine and prop brake.
The original used the Kerr brake and it is
recommended. A "Brokenspar" brake
can also be used, and is shown in some
of the pictures. The original model had
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TOLEDO
231m ANNUAL RADIO

CONTROL EXPOSITION
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
ONE MAIN STREET
TOLEDO, OHIO

Unquestionably, th~ world's greatest ra~io
control show and Its open fo the pubhc
all three great days. Plan now to attend.
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presented by

a f1oodoff mechanism bent from music
wire and installed onto the left cngine
mounting lugs. In turn, the music wire
floorloff had a stranded wire which was
connected 10 the prop brake, so that
wtlcn the engine f1oodofr was actuated,
the prop brake followed at the S<lmc
time. A Parsons flood-off assembly,
available from Jim Crockett Replicas,

would suffice. But an additional line
(rom the timer would be needed to
actuate the prop brake.
Check total weight. The model should
weigh 26.53 oz. or 752 grams, com·
pletely assembled with propeller. It will
probably need to have weight added.
Check the balance point. Add weight in
!.he timer compartment area in order to
obtain the 68% center of gravity.
Check 10 see that all gadgets function
correctly. Start up the engine and check
the floodoff and brake mechanism. When
completely satisfied, try to find that
elusive place ...mere the grass is tong
and !.he ground is soft. Set the VIT
and auta.rudder for glide position. Hand
glide a couple of times to insure no
violent tendencies. Try some full power
short (2 to 3 second) engine runs with
short D.T. The model Wlould climb to
the right. Adjust the auta.rudder 10
obtain a 1/2 to 3/4 turn right climb in
7 second engine run. Glide tum is
determined by auta.rudder and glide
rudders. The glide rudders may be
gently bent to the right. Glide is
JANUARY 1977

wing mount system. The wing is
approximately 200 feet in diameter.
The model is launched just slightly assembled wilh the wire joiner and the
to the right of the wind. Lars' launches entire wing is rubber banded to the
are indeed a sight 10 behold, as he pylon with bands going over and around
literally javelins the model into the Jir the indicated hooks on the wing leading
at about a 60 to 70 degree angle. The edge and the plywood trailing edge
model climbs as though on rails through· brackets. The hold down rubber bands
out the power run, ending up facing aCI to hold the wing halves logether
the wind when the VIT sets up for the as well as to hold the wing to the
glide. Adjusting the VIT arm screws and fuselage. The Wing halves are then keyed
the aUlo-rudder will give you the with split dowels to insure proper alignoptimum climb, transition, and glide ment to the pylon platform each time.
for this ship. Don't be afraid to do some Plenty of rubber bands arc used.
In addition, Lars uses a thin brass
careful adjustment. Test between each
change to guarantee to yourself that you engine muff, which can be seen in the
pictures. This allows the engine to be
haven't done something stupid.
run
at a high lemperature, which is
Once completely satisfied with the
climb, transition and glide, you can necessary for proper ignition using the
experiment with different propellers. cool methanol and oil mix. This muff
Lars uses a relatively large prop (com· is kept in place at all times except
pared to most of us) with very thin -Mlen the weather is very warm. This
blades. He makes his own. The closest allows Lars to use the same NO.2 Rossi
prop to his that is commercially available plug with no fiddling with compression
in the U.S.A. is the Rev-Up 7 x 3-3/4. spacers all the lime. The muff covers
His testing method to determine prop only the cylinder fins, and is simply
effectiveness is to use different props held in place by a small machine screw
until the model begins to power to and nut soldered to II flange on the
the left. The prop that draws the model muff ilself.
The Korla Plankton is an outstand·
to the left is the most effective one to
use with the engine-model combination. ing model developed from the FAI
Keep trying until you find that prop ... F.F. World Olampion Uncle Remus.
then adjust your model to use that If you build it well and fly as well as
Lars, you can be competitive in the
combination.
In Oosing: There are a couple of FAI Power battles, too.
unusual but simple features to the model Where to Get Items Mentioned In
which Wlould be explained. One is the This Article:
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Orfice

L51
$86.50

~-"""""--'--,,,
. . 98"

• WING SPAN.
• WING AREA

• WING LOADING,
• OVERALL LENGTH

• WING AREA . .
•
•
•
•

. . 2Ibs.. 9 oz.
. 16:5

• WEIGHT.
• ASPECT RATIO.

WINDSPIIL MODELS •

_~--

.134.6"
. 992 sq. in.
. 8 ol.!sq. II. @ 3.4 lb•.
WING LOADING.
QVERAlllENGTH
53.5 in.
WEIGHT.
.3 tbs" 8 Ol,
ASPECT RATtO.
lS:3

• WING SPAN . . .

. 583 sq. in.
10.15 oz.lsq. ft.
45 in.

-. -, $95.00

ROUTE 3, BOX 459, COEUR O'ALENE, IDAHO

SERVING THE R/C'er SINCE 1953!
Since wI've been in business fo, 24 yea,s, you can be sure thai wear. hereto
stay and offer SlIrvice for our eustomers for years to come.
If you',. interested in what _ have to offer, send $1 for our complele catalog.
(Add $.50 for 1s1 Cia. mail return.)
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that at exactly 11:31 AM California
lime (this corresponds with 2:51 PM
Indiana time), the San Andreas Fault
had had a massive movement, closing
the fault and op!:ining again a split
second later. Due to the speed with
which it occured, and the fact thai
there was no recording of any magnitude on the Richter Scale, it went
unnoticed and unreported. Until now!!
Geologists are aware that whenever there
is movement in the earth's surface, there
must be an equal and opposite reaction
elsewhere in the surface, or the resull
may well be an earthquake. Since no
earthquake had occured, we deduced
that the earlh had indeed moved someplace else. That someplace else was near
Fort Wayne, Indiana, where it had
aClually risen several feet in the air and
then quickly receded. I will now print a
brief excerpt from Professor Mesozoic's
report on our findings;
"
. II appears that when a maior
geological faull moves and docs not
create an earthquake, il is because Ihe
pressures created are released elsewhere
in the earth's surface. r-.'lr. James Gager
and myself have ascertained Ihal one
such sympathelic fault may well be
located in New Haven, Indiana, at a sitl'
locally known as Flying Circuils Airport,
and the fault runs through a line running
Northwest to Southeast. This fault seems
to be sympathetic to the San Andreas
Fault. Time and research will ultimately
prove this out. Mr. Gager has also
experienced similar incidences of the
type that led to this discovery elsewhere in the Midwest, and feels we
must investigate their existence. I hereby
propose that this new discovery be
named after Mr. Gager in honor of his
research ...
There you have it, fellow Racers. If
you have an unexplainable crash and are
SURE it couldn't po~sibly be YOUR
fault, remember R. Granite Mesozoic's
report and know in your heart thai it
could be thai natural geological phenomenon known as ... Gager's Fault!!!

(illil"III~III~I]
BOX 5110, HIGGINSVILLE, MISSOURI 64037

ANEWBOOK
Indoor Scale Model
• FLYING·
TEN CHAPTERS
-PHOTOS-ILLUSTRATlONS_
(See MB Review Nov 1976 PagelOOj

•

•

•

$3.95 plus.3O post (4th class)
Fred Hall, Sunrise Terrace

Westville NH 03892
Seelig Mulli-Function Timers: Doug
Galbreath, 707 Second 5t., Davis, CA
95616.
Oliver Engine Pans: Doug Galbreath,
707 Second St., Davis, CA 95616.
Landing Skids: NFF5 Supply, c/o
Barbara Parsons, 202 Linda Ave.,
Piedmont, CA 94611.
Rossi Engines: Bill McGraw, 1325
Carol Drive., Memphis, Tenn. 38116.
R.L. Anderson, 4804 Janet, Sylvania,
Ohio. 43560.
Props and Engine Brakes:
K&W
Enterprises, P.O. Box 18895, Philadelphia, PA 19119.
Flood·Off Assembly: Jim Crocket
Replicas, 1442North Fruit Ave., Fresno,
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CA 93728.
Ray Monks Timer: Ray Monks, 232
Westwood Road., Sutton Coldfield,
Warwickshire, England, or Colony Enterprises, P.O. Box 26084 Los Angeles,
CA 90026.
Brokenspar Brake: Hardy Brodersen,
P.O. Box 1104, Birmingham, M148012.

•

AIC Pylon ... Continued from page 27
back again almost quicker than the eye
could sec.
Ah, now I was on to something!
We examined the field and found a slight
crack in the ground. At this point it
didn't prove anything as it could have
been simply a surface crack due to the
ground being very dry. It was, however,
to be one more clue in the ensuing
investigation. But there was no time to
pursue what happened, as I had to rush
home and "stuff" another racer for the
next day's race. On the drive home,
though, I had time to run over the
evidence in my mind and I realized that I
was ontO a geological phenomenon that
had to be pursued.
Having studied geology a bit in my
brief association with college, I called
upon myoid Geology professor, R.
Granit Mesozoic, the following Monday.
I related to him what had occured and
my suspicions of what might be. R. MORE SERIOUS THINGS
Bob Onori, from
Edwardsville,
Granit did some checking with his
colleagues in California and discovered Illinois, sends along another helpful
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